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Abstract: Approximate computing in hardware and software promises significantly improved computational
performance combined with very low power and energy consumption. This goal is achieved by both relaxing
strict requirements on accuracy and precision, and by allowing a deviating behavior from exact Boolean
specifications to a certain extent. Today, approximate computing is often limited to applications with a certain
degree of inherent error tolerance, where perfect computational results are not always required. However, in
order to fully utilize its benefits, the scope of applications has to be significantly extended to other computeintensive domains including science and engineering. To meet the often rather strict quality and reliability
requirements for computational results in these domains, the use of appropriate characterization and fault
tolerance measures is highly required. In this paper, we evaluate some of the available techniques and how
they may extend the scope of application for approximate computing.
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Abstract—Approximate computing in hardware and software
promises significantly improved computational performance combined with very low power and energy consumption. This goal
is achieved by both relaxing strict requirements on accuracy
and precision, and by allowing a deviating behavior from exact
Boolean specifications to a certain extent. Today, approximate
computing is often limited to applications with a certain degree of
inherent error tolerance, where perfect computational results are
not always required. However, in order to fully utilize its benefits,
the scope of applications has to be significantly extended to other
compute-intensive domains including science and engineering. To
meet the often rather strict quality and reliability requirements
for computational results in these domains, the use of appropriate
characterization and fault tolerance measures is highly required.
In this paper, we evaluate some of the available techniques and
how they may extend the scope of application for approximate
computing.
Index Terms—Approximate Computing, Variable Precision,
Metrics, Characterization, Fault Tolerance

I. I NTRODUCTION
The approximate computing paradigm spans the whole system stack from hardware up to software and algorithms [1, 2].
By exploiting the error tolerance and robustness of certain applications, approximate computing trades of precision against
power, energy, storage, bandwidth, and performance. Originally strict requirements of near-perfect precision are relaxed,
and deviating behavior from exact (e.g. Boolean) specifications
is allowed to some extent. The current scope of applications
for approximate computing can be roughly classified into the
following four categories: Applications with imprecise inputs,
where subsequent computations do not have to be more precise
then the input data allows. Such applications include, for
instance, voice recognition, motion detection or processing of
sensor data. Applications with imprecise outputs, where the
required output quality is defined by human perception. Wellknown examples are audio, image and video processing in
multimedia applications. Applications with ambiguous outputs
computed based on heuristics or stochastic algorithms. This
category also covers modern machine learning applications,
as well as big data mining and analytics. Applications with
convergent outputs that are computed based on optimization
techniques or iterative methods, where the output may vary
depending on the computational precision.
To extend the range of applications, it is essential to
distinguish and clarify the terms accuracy and precision for

approximate computing. Accuracy corresponds to the probability that a computed result is within a specified distance to
the exact value. The precision of the underlying computations
corresponds to this distance and can be determined by different
error metrics [1] which quantify the average deviation between
approximated results and their corresponding precise counterparts. The error significance describes the approximation error
severity. For arithmetic results, the error significance between
precise results p and approximated results a can be quantified,
among others, by the absolute error
εabs := |p − a|
and the relative error
|p − a|
.
|p|
The error rate quantifies the relation between the number of
input values and the number of approximate results a that are
unequal to the precise result p:
|imprecise results|
errorrate :=
|input values|
Besides, application-specific error metrics were proposed, that
are also able to evaluate the accuracy of application results [3].
εrel :=

Precision is a characteristic of the approximate hardware, or
more general, the approximate arithmetic itself. Approximate
arithmetic structures such as adders or multipliers that exhibit
a large degree of approximation are typically associated with a
lower precision, meaning that the results of their operations are
allowed to deviate more from the exact computational result.
Accuracy, in turn, is a requirement defined by the application,
in particular by its underlying algorithms and the processed
data. In Figure 1, an exact value is indicated by a red dot.
Based on the accuracy requirements of the target application,
a range of potential values with tolerable error is formed
around the exact value, bounded by appropriate error bounds.
The blue and the violet curve characterize two different
approximate arithmetic structures with different precisions.
The potential computational results within the blue curve (high
precision) may meet the application’s accuracy requirements.
The computational results within the violet curve, however,
are more likely to reside outside of the tolerable error range.
To cover also the requirements of scientific computing
applications, the design space with the objective parameters
area, energy, precision, performance and dependability has
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Fig. 1. Relation between accuracy and precision.

to extend its focus from precision to accuracy (Figure 2).
Hence, the required minimum accuracy of a target application
becomes a key design aspect, which has direct influence on
the weighting of all the other cornerstones of the design space.
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Fault Tolerance [4] can then be applied to monitor and control
the error behavior and to tackle critical errors outside of the
allowed error boundaries. Since the MTE does not only depend
on the underlying algorithms but also significantly on the
processed data, the characterization has to be data-aware.
Probabilistic error functions (PEF) provide information
about the behavior and characteristics of errors based on a
probabilistic model. PEFs have been introduced, for instance,
for the analysis of rounding errors in floating-point and logarithmic arithmetic [5, 6]. For applications from science and
engineering, probabilistic error functions form an attractive
and data-aware option for the estimation of error boundaries
in approximate computing. The basic idea of PEFs is to
determine a confidence interval
Iεmax := [E(εmax ) − ω · σ(εmax ), E(εmax ) + ω · σ(εmax )]
for the maximum tolerable error consisting of the error’s expectation value E(εmax ) and its standard deviation σ(εmax ).
In order to compute these values, an appropriate probability
distribution is required. Here, the fact can be exploited that
the mantissas m of normalized floating-point numbers start to
follow a reciprocal distribution
1
1
r(m) =
, with m ∈ [ , 1),
m · ln(2)
2
after the application of basic arithmetic operations ◦ ∈
{+, −, ·, /} [7, 8] (see Figure 3). In [5], terms for the ex-

Fig. 2. Changing design space for approximate computing.

II. P ROBABILISTIC E RROR F UNCTIONS FOR
C HARACTERIZATION AND FAULT T OLERANCE
The maximum tolerable error (MTE) εmax is an essential
criterion for every application in approximate computing since
it decides on the degree of approximation that can be applied.
Allowed errors are those errors, due to approximation or other
causes, which reside within the boundaries set by the MTE.
One of the main goals of characterization in approximate
computing is therefore the efficient determination of these
boundaries. Based on the characterization information, appropriate fault tolerance measures such as Algorithm-Based
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Domains such as scientific high-performance computing
(HPC) and engineering often pose rather strict requirements
on the accuracy of computational results in order to draw
reliable and trustworthy conclusions. One major challenge in
the new design space for approximate computing is therefore
the development of architectures and algorithms which guarantee certain properties of the computational results and errors
within known and controllable boundaries.
Detailed and efficient characterization is mandatory to
determine appropriate error boundaries for applications in
approximate computing either offline or online at runtime.
Appropriate fault tolerance measures, in turn, can be used
as an effective tool at software and algorithm level to control
such error boundaries and to tackle critical errors outside of the
allowed range to assure the quality of computational results.
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Fig. 3. Reciprocal distribution of floating-point significands.

pectation value and variance of the error in mantissas after
the application of the four basic arithmetic operations have
been introduced as
1
1
· 2−2t
E(ε∗ ) = · 2−2t and V ar(ε∗ ) =
3
12
for multiplication and division, as well as
1
E(ε+ ) = 0 and V ar(ε+ ) ≤ · 2−2t
8
for addition and subtraction. In these equations the term t
denotes the number of bits used to represent the mantissas
within a floating-point number. By using these terms as
building blocks, the expectation value, variance and standard
deviation of the MTE for more complex, composite arithmetic
operations can be derived. If a floating-point number f is
the result of a sequence of n independent operations, the

expectation value and variance of the MTE are given as
n
n
X
X
V ar(ε),
E(ε) and V ar(εmax ) =
E(εmax ) =
i=1

i=1

where ε can be either ε∗ or ε+ .
In [9], probabilistic error functions have been applied to
estimate the maximum tolerable error in checksum elements
of ABFT-protected matrix operations [4]. These elements are
computed as inner products for which the expectation value
and variance can be computed according to the basic terms
given above. The probabilistic error bound has been estimated
for each checksum element and has then been used as threshold during the result checking procedure, where checksums
from before and after the matrix multiplication are compared.
Differences of checksums that exceeded the threshold value
were detected as error and corrected subsequently.
Based on the information on the maximum tolerable error
provided by the PEF, the number of required precise bits can
be determined for a computation. Figure 4 shows exemplarily
a histogram with these numbers of required precise bits for a
matrix-matrix multiplication. The input values for the matrix
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Fig. 4. Example of characterization for matrix-matrix multiplication.

multiplication in this case where uniformly distributed random
numbers. The histogram shows that up to 45 precise bits in
the mantissa are required, based on the characterization by the
PEF. As a consequence for this matrix multiplication, result
values with up to 7 approximate bits can be tolerated.
III. E XTENDING A PPROXIMATE C OMPUTING T O
I TERATIVE L INEAR S OLVERS USING FAULT T OLERANCE
Large-scale applications from the science and engineering
domain often rely on systems of linear equations and their
solutions. One of the most common solvers is the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method [10], which solves
linear systems of the form Ax = b iteratively. Compared to
direct methods like e.g. the Gaussian-Elimination, PCG finds
solutions typically faster.
Static approximation techniques that use single degrees of
precision for arithmetic operations are often not suitable for
iterative methods as the underlying error resilience may change
over time [11]. With static approximation techniques being
applied, the typically constant approximation error can exceed
the changing error resilience at different points in time, leading
to wrong solutions or additional iterations required for correct
convergence. Relaxing the solution accuracy constraint (i.e.

Ax ≈ b) to avoid additional energy demand is not feasible
as science and engineering applications typically rely on tight
accuracy constraints. Instead, the level of approximation (i.e.
underlying precision) has to be exchanged at runtime according to the changing error resilience. Different approximate
hardware designs such as [12–14] provide such exchangeable
approximation levels. However, the error resilience must be
continuously evaluated during the iterative solving process
to minimize energy demands while ensuring correct solver
results.
The residual δk := ||b − Axk ||2 determines the accuracy
of an intermediate result xk with respect to the solution x
after iteration k. The accuracy of the intermediate result xk
improves with a decreasing residual δk . PCG iterations are
performed until some acceptable result accuracy ǫ is satisfied
(e.g. δk < ǫ) which allows to accept the intermediate result
xk as result. Reductions in energy demand can be achieved
by minimizing the precision for the underlying arithmetic
computations while maintaining the accuracy of single PCG
iterations. The intermediate results xk of PCG iterations are
accurate, if the inherent PCG convergence invariants are
satisfied for successive PCG iterations. By assuring the accuracy for all intermediate results, accurate PCG results with
a minimum number of iterations are obtained. PCG represents
the solution x as a linear combination
P of search directions
{p0 , p1 , p2 , ..., pN } and x = x0 + k≤N αk pk . In order to
achieve correct convergence [10], these search directions must
be A-orthogonal:
pk Api ≈ 0, k 6= i.
At the same time, the internally used residual variable δk′ must
represent the actual residual with
δk′ ≈ δk := ||b − Axk ||2 .
The fault tolerance technique presented in previous works
[15, 16] evaluates these inherent convergence invariants efficiently to detect errors with high coverage. The approximation
technique sketched below can exploit this fault tolerance
technique to enable the execution of the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) with correct solutions on approximate
hardware. The underlying idea is to periodically estimate the
underlying error resilience from inherent solver properties
and to evaluate these estimations using this fault tolerance
technique. The error resilience is determined by the maximum
approximation error which is not violating the property of Aorthogonality for successive search directions pk . While the
orientation in pk is increasingly affected by approximation
errors for smaller ||pk ||2 , it is typically less sensitive for large
||pk ||2 . For this reason, the magnitude of ||pk ||2 is periodically
estimated for subsequent iterations using the tangential angle
ϕ in the intermediate result xk with ϕ := tan−1 (δk ). This
estimation is then translated to a level of approximation using
the function H(ϕ) : {[0◦ , 90◦ [→ N} which can be, for
instance, a step function. Afterwards, the fault tolerance technique periodically evaluates whether the chosen approximation
level is suitable for solver convergence. In case of a violation,
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the underlying approximation level is exchanged by increased
precision.
This approximation approach has been evaluated using a
software-based model for approximate floating-point multiplication. For the highest approximation level, 35 operand
bits were approximated (i.e. multiplication using 17 precise
bits) while the lowest approximation level provides complete
precision. As benchmarks, 14 matrices from the Florida Sparse
Matrix Collection [17] were used. All evaluated experiments
converged to a correct solution. Experimental results show
that the
45% number of iterations is only increased on average by
9.5% 30%
(as shown in Figure 5) while the complete hardware
15%
utilization
is reduced on average by 14.5% (as shown in
0%
Figure
6)
compared
to executing PCG on precise hardware. A
-15%
reduction
-30% in hardware utilization can be observed for 11 out of
14 matrices. These reductions of hardware utilization can be
explained by the efficiency of the underlying fault tolerance
technique that induces only low runtime overhead to evaluate
the inherent solver properties.
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Fig. 5. Average iteration overhead compared to execution on precise
hardware.
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IV. C ONCLUSION

Approximate
computing promises high computational per10%
formance
0% combined with low resource requirements. In domains such as scientific computing and engineering, computational results typically have to fulfill certain accuracy
and reliability requirements, which often can not directly be
supported by approximate computing. However, combinations
of efficient application characterization and effective fault
tolerance measures can help to enable approximate computing
in these domains. Probabilistic error functions are an attractive
option for the estimation of boundaries for the maximum tolerable error, which can then be monitored and controlled by fault
tolerance techniques such as ABFT. The application of PEFs
with ABFT for linear algebra matrix operations has already

been successfully demonstrated. Moreover, highly optimized
fault tolerance techniques that exploit inherent algorithmic
invariants can be used to enable the use of approximate
computations, for instance, for iterative linear system solvers.
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